Glass Art From UrbanGlass

The techniques that glass technologists use mainly blowing and flameworking are similar to those used in other fields
of glass art. Yet their work is rarely put.The worldwide Studio Glass Movement has stimulated a fresh look at the
ancient material by sparking dramatic developments in its use as a vehicle for making.Schiffer Publishing Glass Art:
From UrbanGlass - The worldwide Studio Glass Movement has stimulated a fresh look at the ancient material by
sparking dramatic.Previously those interested in working in glass could only do so at art schools, in factories, or by
building their own glass studios, but when UrbanGlass opened.UrbanGlass, located on Fulton Street in the historic
Strand Theatre in the Downtown Brooklyn Cultural District is the United States' first and largest artist glass studio and
the New York metropolitan area's leading.Previously, those interested in working in glass could only do so at art
schools, in factories or by building their own studios, but when UrbanGlass opened its.On its 40th anniversary,
UrbanGlass still proves a necessary resource for New York's creative Glass artist Jeffrey Beers and Emily Craddock.The
latest Tweets from UrbanGlass (@UrbanGlass). Open-access glassworking facility and international center for new art
made from glass. Brooklyn, NY.Founded in as the New York Experimental Glass Workshop and located in The
organization also publishes Glass: The UrbanGlass Art Quarterly, the.Founded in by artists Richard Yelle and Erik
Erikson as the New York Experimental glass workshop, UrbanGlass was the first artist access glass center in.New York
City is experiencing a growth in the demand for glass art and of Brooklyn), Urban Glass still operates classes and
provides interim.UrbanGlass in Fort Greene, Brooklyn, gives glass blowers access to the space and expensive equipment
they need to practice their craft.Glass Art from Urban Glass, by Richard Wilfred Yelle by all Books.The headquarters of
the Fort Greene, Brooklyn, art-glass studio UrbanGlass underwent a $62 million top-to-bottom renovation and
expansion.UrbanGlass art studio in Fort Greene held an open studio and enchanted the public with its glass art work
techniques.Curator Osman Can Yerebakan Discusses 'Glass Ceiling: Art of Resilience and Fragility,' a new group show
at Brooklyn nonprofit Urban Glass.
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